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Abstract With lhe finite volume method。a 2D numerical modeI for seepage in

unsaturated soll has been established to study the rainfalI infiltration in the fraotured slope

The resuIt shows that more rain may jnfiltrate into the slope due to existing fracture and

then the pore pressu re rises correspondingly．Very probably，it is one of the crucial factors

accounting for slope failu re．Fu rthermore a preliminary study has been conducted to

investigate the influence of various fracture and rainfaff factors such as the depth．width

and Iocation of a crack．sudace condition．rainfa¨intensity and duration．Pore pressure

and water volumetric content during the transient seepage are carefully examined to

reveaI the intrinsic mechanism

Keywords：fracture slope，rainfall infiltration，numerical simulation．
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1 Introduction

It has been widely accepted that the rainfall infiltration through fractures is one of the

most probable factors for slope failure．Recent studies have focused on the relationships

between rainfall and slope failure，but the mechanisms of rainfall—induced slope failures

have not been fully understood．As a result，many experiments and theoretical studies

have been carried out to simulate the infiltration in the fractured soil[1一”．

Aimed at the infiltration in unsaturated rock with a single fracture．Reitsma”1 con—

structed a laboratory measurement on the water and oil driving experiments in water and

oil fIooded rock fracture made of calcareousrtess and obtained the relations of the capri一

1ary pressure and saturation．Romm”o started an experiment with water and kerosene in

two parallel boards to gain the 1aws of reIative infiltration rate and saturation The results

showed that the relative infiltration rate is equal to the saturation．Through a two．phase

flow experiment in natural rough-walled rock fractures．Persofft⋯fonnd an experiential

connection between relative infil扛afion rate and saturation．Wango“mathematically de．

rived the relations between pore pressure and relative infdtration rate in a pat tially satu—
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rated，fractured，porous medium．On the other hand，a number of models have been es—

tablished to deal with the seepage in unsaturated fractured networks．Generally speaking，

three kinds of models，continuum model姗，discrete model‘”and dual．porosity modele
have been widely adopted for the unsaturated infilffafion in the fracture networks．

In order to apply the theory to the environmental protection and disaster prevention in

The仉1ree—Gorges Dam Project in China．many valuable researches have been presented

in recent years．Xu‘⋯proposed the super—and sub-cubic theorem and the computing

model for the infiltration in the fracture networks．This research is shown to be more

applicable for the analysis in the permanent gate of the Three-Gorges Dam．Zhan911”1
summarized the numerical methods for the infiltration in the fractured rock．Yu【l“stud．

1ed the water movement in the fractured rock and proposed a revised form for the cubic

theorem Wang o“1 discussed the equivalent hydraulic width for the fractures with differ．

ent roughness．With FEM．Zhang
01。1 simulated the raiu infiltration process in the slope

with one group of fracture networks．HuoHl has compared various numerical models to

offer an appropriate model more suitable for the unsaturated infllwafion in fractured rock．

Yap”‘lol carried a numerical simulation with the FEM to analyze the differences of the

infiltration in fractured and non．fractnred rocks．Huango“’and Qi‘埔o simulated the infil．

廿ation in the rock with仃actIlre respectively Nevertheless a comprehensive review on

the rules of fracture is still 1acking

Therefore，further in—depth study is still needed to understand the influences of frac．

ture in the rock on the transient seeDage and pore pressure．With a 2D unsaturated model．

the present PaDer simulates the rainfall infil仃afion iu the fractured slope in detall and

analyzes the influences of a crack in slope with various parameters。the surface cover

and difierent rainfall conditions on the transient seepage and pore pressure．It is expected

from this research to reveal the mechanism of slope failure induced by the rainfall infil，

仕ation and provide scientitic foundation for landslide management．

2 Mathematical model and nunlerical method

2．1 Goveming equation

The rainfall infiltration on the unsaturated slope is usually regarded as an unsteady

process．For the sake of simplicity，only 2D rainfall infiltration is considered in this pa-

per．The governing equation for two dimensional unsteady seepage flows in tmsaturated

soil is written as follows：

未(E(日)T汨x、)+未(疋(日)塑az)]=c(H)百0H
in which Kx(H)and Kz(H)are hy7draulic conductivities in the z and z directions respec—

tively(m／s)；c(功is the variation in volumetric water content per unit change in pres—

sure head；H is the total pressure head(m)，and satisfies，
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(3)

where h is the pore pressure or matfic suction(m)；and u and v are the velocity compo—

nents in the x and z directions respectively(m／s)

The upper boundary condition can be divided into two kinds．When the rainfall inten-

sity is greater than the infiltration capability of soil，the first kind of boundary condition

should be adopted：

HIz—o=H (4)

As the depth of the ponding f—l cm)is much smaller than the dimension of the comput-

ing area(^，10 m)，it can be regarded as zero．The second kind of boundary condition

should be used when the rainfall intensity is less than the infiltration capability of the

soil and no ponding on the surface：

in which i is rain intensity(m／s)．

岸：掣I二!=0：‘ (5)
oz

The lower boundary is set on the impenetrable layer and the boundary condition is the

zero fluxes

2．2 Discretization of the governing equation

Usually the numerical methods for the infiltration simulation include the finite differ—

ence method and finite element method．The FDM is simpler and applies for regular area

only．The FEM is widely used in the problems with complicated geometry,whereas it

needs more computing amount．With the丘nite volume method．Zhang”1 simulamd the

steady infiltration problem．Combining the merits of the fonller two methods．the FvM

not only has 1eSS computing anlount but also is adaptable for the complicated geometry

of boundary．As a result．the current paper nses the FvM to solve the unsteady infiltra—

tion problem which is more applicable for many pracfical conditions．

To triangular or quadrangular cell，both the velocity components u，v and the hydrau—

lic conductivities匮，凰are defined at the boundary center of the cell，while the total

pressure head H and function c(奶are defined at the cell center．With Green formula，

the surface integral can be converted to a boundary integral as follows：

儿，(蓑+票]砒=￡qc毗一触，， cs，

in which Q。is a single conjoint area，and each of the boundaries∞f is smooth．Function

P(x，y)，00，Y)and its derivatives are all continuous．Hence with the above relation one

can obtain
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』』n．㈡疋警]+靴T腩{z、]绷z=电队K．3出Hdz幔警叫
=Lcc日，警毗．

Q H

o皿

Fig 1 Discrete scheme in space．

This equation can be discretized in space Jn the following ways(see Fig．1)

虹。卜警比一墨警出] K：o+K。H。一Ho

+

2 止
Az+Kzo+Km H=-HoAx

2 Az

X∞+X。H。一Ho

2 止
&+竺!±垦堡二鱼缸(8)

2 Az

The temporal derivative term can be discretized by Rtmge—Kutta method of}he second

order：

儿，c(日)警砒吲风)警她 f9)

tn wmcn考予=，(r，风)ana me Run舻．K叫a method。r sec。na。ra“ts acrinea as

弦7=风”十警，
1 T1=垃．，(‘，塌)n)，(10)

【疋=At·．厂(k+At，no”+五)．

3 Influences of the fracture oil the transient seepage

The fractures usually lead to increase in soil permeability．Many physical models such

as the continuum model，discrete model，dual—porosity model and continuum．discrete
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coupling model at present are used t0 determine the hydraulic conductivity of fracture．

The continuum model applied in the present paper is used more widely due to its con—

venience．The hydraulic conductivity in the interior of a crack follows cubic thee—

rem[9-”，1
2·201

looks like

K一：丝
。

12v
(11)

in which Kc denotes the hydraulic conductivity of the fracture(m／s)；g is the gravita-

60nal acceleration(m／s‘)；a is the width ofthe fracture fram)；and’，is the kinetic viscos．

ity for water(in normal temperature it is 10-6 m2／s)．Thus according to the principle of

discharge conservation，the soil hydraulic conductivity in a cell containing a fracture

with width a should be revised as

圣!±笠!塑二12
dx

“21

in which墨is the saturated hydraulic conductivity(m／s)；Ks
7
denotes the revised satu

rated hydraulic conductivity(r“s)；and dx is the width of the cell(m)．

The relation between soil hydraulic conductivity and matric suction is experientially

presented by Gardner【21】as follows：

K。=

⋯．·『訾T
f13、

in which鼠，is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity(m／s)，(‰一u。)is the soil matric

suction，A，is the water density(kg]m3)，Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity(m／s)，
and the value of n is set as 2 in this paper．The relation between the volumetric water

content and matric suction accords with experiments by Wu㈤：

目=0．5053—0．082619(u。一“。)，04)

in which 8is the volumetric water content，The equation is mainly applicable to the pul

verous clay，

Fig 2 shows the geometry of the slope and meshes．The whole slope ABCDE consists

of three layers with different permeability The total thickness of the slope is 30m，in

which the upper layer EDIE the middle layer F1HG and the lower layer GHCB are 18m．

6m and 6m respectively．The permeability for the middie layer is weaker than that for

the other two．The lower boundary ABC is impenetrable．MN describes a vertical frac．

ture which starts／(m)from the slope top ne depth of this fracture is d(m)．The length

of血e front part of the slope is 30m horizontally,while the total hofizontal length of the

slope is 230 m．The inclination angle of the slope in the front is 45。and 15。for the main

part．
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Fig 2 Sketch for the slope dimensions and the meshes

For the above model．the rainfall infiltration process is simulated and compared under

various parameters including the dePth．width and site of the fracture．the surface condi—

tion，and the rain intensity and duration．Subsequently,the influences of the parameters

on the se∞age and slope stability are analyzed in detail Parameters are set as follows：

the hydraulic permeability for the upper layer,middle layer,lower layer,surface and the

fracture are 10一m／s．10-8 m／s，1旷m／s，101 m／s and 10-4 m／s respectively；the grid

dimension dx and dz are 2m and lm；the equivalent width of the crack should be 0．63

mm according to eqs．f11)and(12)；Z=100 m；rain intensity is 10-o m／s and duration is

5 days．Difierent parameters when indicated may be adopted as well．

3．1 Influence of the fracture depth

First we examine the influences of the fracture depth on the pore pressure and water

volumetric content．Fig．3(a)，(b)and(c)show the results of vertical pore pressure dis-

tribufion by the end of the 5th day wim the depths concerned being 6 m．18 rn and 24 m

respectively．We can see from these figures that wim the increasing of the fracture depth．

the effect of pore pressure profile can be found nearby the lower boundary of the slope．

Fig．4 compares the water volumetric content 0 in the fractured soil by血e end of the 5th

day in four cases．For case 1 there is no fracture and only a small amount of rain infil—

trates into the slope．Thus the pore pressure near the ground surface increases slightly．

When t11e depth of fracture is 6 m，the water content in the upper layer is higher than

case 1 due to enhanced penetration of water in fractured soil．However,the water content

rises a little bit below the fracture．For case 3 the fracture depth is 18m where a 1ayer

with weak permeability is 10cated．and the soil becomes saturated since the rain water

accumulates there．For case 4 the fracture depth is 24 m，the water content of the bottom

of the fracture has a higher value．Below the fracture the water content decreases with

the depth as the hydraulic conductivity decreases．
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Fig 3 Comparison ofthe pressure(^：m)withfracturedepth being 6min(a)，18min(b)and 24min(c)respec—

tively

3．2 Influence of the fracture width

The influence of the fracture width is rather complex．According to Zhang⋯．Yullll
and Wang““，the cubic theorem is only satisfied in a certain range of the fracture width．

Therefore，the fracture width iU our model should only be supposed to be in the range

that the cubic theorem permits．In Fig．5(a)and(b)the hydraulic permeability in the

crack soil are lff3m／s and 101m／s and the equivalent fracture wid血S ale 0．29 and l-35

film respectively according to eqs．(11)and(12)．Comparing these two figures we may
find that the bigger the fracture width，the higher the pressure．Fig．6 gives comparison

of water volumetric content口under three kinds of fracture widths of 0．29 nlIll．0．63 nnTl

and 1 35 mill．When the fracture width iS 0．29 mm．the permeability of the fractured soll

is SO weak tllat only a little rain water may infiltrate into the fracture．As a result the wa．

ter content merely at the upper part of the fracture rises and decreases with the depth．As

the fracture depth extends to 0．63 nlln．the hydraulic conducfivity of the fracture is SO
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0 28 O 32 0 36 0 40 044 O 48 0 52

Wa悖r content阳)

Fig 4 Comparison ofthewater volumetric content口wimfracturedepth 0m，6m，18111and 24m respectively

50 00 150 200 50 100 1 50 200

x／m 州m

Fig 5 Comparison of pressure哺m)with fracture widths O 29 mm in(aJ and 1．35 nlyl3 in(b)respecli'，ely

large that the water content rises at the fracture bottom．Thus the distribution of the wa-

ter content in the vertical direction grows at f1：rst and declines subsequently．As for a 1．35

mnl wide fracture the former phenomenon becomes more distinct．It call be seen that the

permeability of the fracture increases with the fracture width and the water content at the

bottom of the fracture reaches a maximum．

3．3 Influence of the location of the fracture

People may always find that landslide usually starts at the front of a slope，and we try

to reveal the underlying mechanism．Fig．7(a)and(b)present the pressure distributions

with a 24 m depth fracture at different locations on the slope．namely 150 m and 50

Copyright by Science in China Press 2005
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Water content(鲫

Fig 6 Comparison ofwater volumetric content口withfTacturewidths 0,2911)m．0 63 mill andl．35／nln respec—

tively

00
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x／m 』，m

Fig 7 Comparison ofthe pressure(^m)withlocations ofthehadure bein9150min(a)and 50min(b)respec—

tivelytotop ofthe slope

m from the slope top respectively．In the two figtires，we find that the pressure jn the

fracture becomes higher as the location of the fracture moves closer to the slope front．

Fig．8 compares water volumetric content 0 in the fracture by the end of 5th day in the

three cases．When the distance between the location of the fracture and the slope top

increases from 50 m to 100 m，the water contents at bo血the upper and the 10wer part of

the fracture are increased It demonstrates that if the runoff becomes overland flow on

the slope the fracture which is located at the slope front receives more discharge from

the overland flowj f饧∞the distance is 150 m。the water content value at the fracture

root is the highest，On the other hand more water can infiltrate into the soil from the

fracture due to the high pressure and simultaneously water in the upper part of the frac—
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0 30 0 32 0 34 0 36 0138 0 40

Water content(0)

Fig 8 Comparison ofthe water volumetric content Owith locations ofthe fracture being 50 m．100 m and 150 m

tothetop ofthe slope respectively

ture is fetched up to the lower part．Thus it may even decrease the water content in the

upper part of the fracture Therefore we Call conclude that with the overland flow on the

slope the fracture which is located at the slope front has a higher pressure value at its

bottom．This is also the reason why the slope failure always starts at the slope front．It

may be noted that this phenomenon cannot take place without the overland flow．

3 4 Influence of the surface condition

Sometimes the surface cover,either natural or due to human activity,forms an im-

peding layer and reduces the surface permeability．Fig．9(a)and(b)show the differences

of the transient pore water pressure with surface cover or not In Fig．9(a)the surface

permeability is minimized to 1．OxlO～m／s due to the surface coveL while in Fig．9(b)it

00

100 150 200 50 100 150 200

Fig 9 Comparison ofthe pore pressure(^：Ⅲ)In(a】with surface cover；in(b)without surface cover
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is equal to the soil permeability value 1．O×1旷。m／s．By comparing the two figures one

call see that the pore water pressure has a wider range around the fracture with surface

cover血an that without surface coveE Fig．10 presents comparison of the water volumet—

tic content 0 by the end of the 5th day with surface cover or not．Ⅵ，e can find that the

fractured soil becomes saturated for case 1 wi也surface cover and the water content in

case 2 that without surface cover is much less．It shows that with surface cover more

rainfall fotins mnoif,turns into overland flow and subsequently flows into the fracture．

As a result．the hydraulic pressure around me fracture increases as well．

0

—5

10

—15

{
一20

—25

30

0 20 0 24 0 28 0 32 0 36 0 40 044 0 48 0 52 0 56

Water content阳1

Fig 10 Comparison ofthewater volumetric content晟Casel with surface cover；case 2without surface cover．

4 Transient seepages under the variOUS rain conditioils

Evidently,rain intensity and duration may exert significant influences on the transient

seepage in soil and the slope stability．Therefore，the seepage in the fracture is affected

greatly by the rain conditions consequently．Fig 1l(a)and(b)compare the pore pressure

bythe end ofthe 5th dayfordifferent rainintensity．Theintensity of raininFig．11(b)is

1．5xl旷m／s(129．6 ram／d)，which is triple ofthat in Fig．1l(a)We Can see in Fig．11(b)
around the fracture the pore pressure is higher than that in Fig 11fal．Fig 13(a)compares
the water volumetric content by the end of tIle 5th daY under three kinds of rain intensi—

ties．which are respectively 0．5xlo_。m／s(43．2 mm／d)．1xlO_o m／s(86．4 mm／d)and

1．5xlO_o m／s(129．6 nmed)．We can easiIy find tIlat at the lower part and the upper part

of血e ffacture the water volumetric content increases with the rain intensity when山e

rain intensity increases from 43t2 to 86．4 mm／d．When Ille rain intensity is further

enlarged to 129．6 mm／d．the soil saturates at the root of the fracture．Furthermore the

higher pressure at the root of the fracmre leads more water to infiltrate into the soil and

consequently the water content at the upper part of the fracture may reduce．
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鼍1二一|：I一
鄹一l夏l-!

专1一：j—
Fig 12 Comparison ofthe pore pressure(^：m)with rain durations 4 h in(a)，12 h in(b)and 24 h in(c)respec-

tively
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Fig．12(a)，00)，(c)describe the difference of the transient pore pressure under various

rain durations of 4 h，12 h and 24 h．It is obvious that the pore pressure in the fracture

increases with the rain duration．Fig．13(b)compares the water volumetric content p un-

der the former three rain durations，It can be seen from this figure that the area where the

water content increases moves from the surface to the lower part as the rain duration

increases from 4 h to 12 h．Atier 24 h the lower part of the fracture becomes saturated．

For the sanle reason，the higher pressure at the root of the fracture results in more water

infiltration into the soil，and the water content at the upper part of the fracture may re—

dace as well，

0

—5

—10

{⋯
一20

—25

—30

0 32 0 36 0 40 044 0 48 0 52

Water content(0)

0 30 0 35 040 045 0 50

Watercontent伯1

Fig 13 Comparisons of water volumetric content 0 under different rain conditions In(a)rain intensities arc

0．5x10“m／s，1x104 m／s and 1．5x104 rrds respectively；in佃)rain durations al-e 4 h，12 h and 24 h respectively

5 Conclusions

In this paper,numerical simulations by FVM have been conducted to study the rain—

fall seepage in a two—dimensional fractured slope．The influences of various parameters

on the seepage in the slope are carefully annlyzed thus leading to the following conclu—

sions：

1)The fractured soil exhibits higher permeability than the same soil without fracture，

causing pore pressure and water volumetric content to rise locally．

2)The longer the fracture is，the deeper the effect of the fracture Can reach．The per—

meability of the fracture grows witll its width．which results in the water content in-

creasing at the bottom and decreasing near the ground surface accordingly If there is

overland flow on the ground the pressure in the fracture close to the slope foot increases．

3)With surface cover more overland runoff may be produced and flow into the frac-

ture which may enhance the water content in the fracture

4)More rain infiltrates into the fracture if the rain intensity is higher and the rain lasts

longer．As a result，the water content at the foot of the fracture becomes higher．

As rain infiltration into the soil changes the distribution of water content and pore
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pressure in the soil，the mechanism of the slope stability and quantitative analysis should

be further carried out along with the field observation．
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